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ABSTRACT
This is a report on the Workshop on Tracking Quality of

Experience in the Internet, held at Princeton, October 21–
22, 2015, jointly sponsored by the National Science Foun-
dation and the Federal Communication Commission. The
term Quality of Experience (QoE) describes a user’s subjec-
tive assessment of their experience when using a particular
application. In the past, network engineers have typically
focused on Quality of Service (QoS): performance metrics
such as throughput, delay and jitter, packet loss, and the
like. Yet, performance as measured by QoS parameters only
matters if it affects the experience of users, as they attempt
to use a particular application. Ultimately, the user’s expe-
rience is determined by QoE impairments (e.g., rebuffering).
Although QoE and QoS are related—for example, a video
rebuffering event may be caused by high packet-loss rate—
QoE metrics ultimately affect a user’s experience.

Identifying the causes of QoE impairments is complex,
since the impairments may arise in one or another region
of the network, in the home network, on the user’s device,
in servers that are part of the application, or in support-
ing services such as the DNS. Additionally, metrics for QoE
continue to evolve, as do the methods for relating QoE im-
pairments to underlying causes that could be measurable
using standard network measurement techniques. Finally,
as the capabilities of the underlying network infrastructure
continues to evolve, researchers should also consider how to
design infrastructure and tools can best support measure-
ments that can better identify the locations and causes of
QoE impairments.

The workshop’s aim was to understand the current state
of QoE research and to contemplate a community agenda
to integrate ongoing threads of QoE research into a collabo-
ration. This summary report describes the topics discussed
and summarize the key points of the discussion. Materials
related to the workshop are available at http://aqualab.cs.
northwestern.edu/NSFWorkshop-InternetQoE.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quality of Experience (QoE) describes a user’s subjective
assessment of the experience when using a particular appli-
cation or service. Network engineers have in the past focused
on Quality of Service (QoS), which entails performance met-
rics such as throughput, delay, jitter, and packet loss. Yet,
conventional QoS metrics are ultimately most consequential
when they affect the experience of end users, for a particular
application that they are using (e.g., streaming video). A
number of research groups have started to investigate bet-
ter methods, tools, and network infrastructure to measure
QoE in today’s Internet, to identify the causes of QoE im-
pairments, and to determine ways to improve QoE. This
workshop aimed to understand the state of QoE research
and to contemplate a community agenda towards common
research goals. Towards this end, the FCC posed a number
of questions, including:

• How to define and measure QoE.

• How to relate QoE to measurable network performance
metrics (e.g., packet loss, jitter, latency).

• Developing strategies for consistently and continually
measuring QoE, from dedicated infrastructure to crowd-
sourcing.

• Measuring QoE in the presence of constraints, such as
limited resources and encryption.

To study these and other questions, we organized the work-
shop into sessions in a top-down manner, from user measure-
ment studies to network measurement infrastructure. Each
session comprised a sequence of talks, followed by open dis-
cussion.

We trust that the exchange of ideas and independent re-
search agendas will ultimately yield multiple collaborations
aimed at measuring and analyzing the state of QoE in the
current Internet and identifying and locating the causes of
QoE impairments. This was indeed one of the key goal of
the workshop. Locating QoE impairments is a complex task,
as these impairments may arise in various regions of the net-
work (ranging from the home to the wide area), on the user’s
device, on servers or within data centers, or due to support-
ing services (e.g., DNS). Ultimately, identifying, locating,
and eradicating QoE impairments will involve collaboration
of researchers across multiple areas of expertise in network-
ing, as well as with researchers in other disciplines (e.g., user
experience).1

1This summary report describes the topics discussed and
summarize the key points of the discussion. All mate-
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2. MEASURINGQOEASSESSMENTOFREAL
USERS

Researchers tend to assess the QoE of users in one of
two ways: (1) through controlled laboratory experiments
where the researcher varies network conditions and tracks
the user’s quality of experience by soliciting explicit feed-
back; (2) through field experiments, where the network per-
formance varies in situ and the user’s quality of experience
is inferred through indirect measures, explicit feedback, or
experience sampling.

Laboratory Experiments. There has been a significant
amount of laboratory research tracking the performance ex-
perience by users interacting with specific applications while
they are subjected to various networked conditions. These
experiments provide user response and feedback about ap-
plication performance based on a wide range of network pa-
rameter settings. It is also well-understood how to conduct
and normalize the quality of experience scores that a cohort
of users may report when all users are subjected to the same
experiment. Although a randomized control experiment in
the lab may in principle provide a more solid conclusion, as-
suming proper scale and good controls, the cost of running
an experiment that yields an appropriate sample can impose
barriers to progress.

Field Experiments. Several presenters in this session
suggested the value of moving from highly controlled lab ex-
periments to larger real-world experiments. In field trials,
the researcher assesses the user’s quality of experience ei-
ther indirectly (e.g., if the user abandons the application)
or through explicit feedback (e.g., surveys, experience sam-
pling, feedback buttons). The proliferation of device types,
applications, and contexts presents an opportunity to ex-
plore user QoE on a much larger scale, albeit with a non-
probabilistic sample. Field experiments may include natural
experiments, whereby individuals experience network condi-
tions as they naturally vary. In some cases, one can argue
that the distribution of the experimental conditions approx-
imates random assignment [4]. A slightly more controlled
variant is a quasi-experiment, where the experimenter has
some control over the experimental variables, but the as-
signment of users to different experimental groups is not
random [17]. The concepts of natural experiment and quasi-

experiment have been developed in the social sciences and
medical research. The networking community is still deter-
mining the best way to apply these measurements.

One opportunity for field experiment at massive scale arises
in the context of popular platforms for content delivery. In-
strumented client software can observe millions of user inter-
actions, which can (with sufficient capture of resource and
contextual variables) provide a basis for relating QoE to
observable indicators [9]; these methods, however, typically
require incredibly large scale. Experiments that depended
on user feedback had to run for a long time to get enough
samples without irritating the subjects with frequent query
interruptions [20]. Field experiments with mobile devices
are often more complex because active network measure-
ments may consume data caps or expend energy, and be-
cause network performance (and ultimately QoE) depends
- perhaps more than in the wired context - on cross-layer

rials related to the workshop, including cited white pa-
pers, are available at http://aqualab.cs.northwestern.edu/
NSFWorkshop-InternetQoE

interaction [13].
Assessing QoE in the Field. Indirect measurements

may sometimes yield noisy results given the wide range of
factors, many outside the reach of the experiment, that de-
termine users’ QoE. For example, while user abandonment
of an application like video on demand may be indicative
of poor QoE, abandonment could also be triggered by other
contextual elements such as other activities surrounding the
user (e.g., a door ring). Much has been learned about what
influences the way users report QoE, such as the fact that
the quality of the experience just before a reporting event
has a dominant influence or that a sudden loss of quality is
more significant than an improvement. Some weak signals
must be measured at very large scales to achieve confidence
and many indirect measures also require some understanding
of human psychology (e.g., using abandonment as a metric
requires understanding the factors that may affect a user’s
level of patience).

3. CORRELATINGQOETONETWORKMEA-
SUREMENTS

Mapping QoE to network-layer metrics. Consider-
ing the challenges of assessing QoE, a natural followup ques-
tion involves whether these QoE metrics can be reasonably
map to network metrics that could more easily be gathered
a automated fashion. To this end, one of the presenters
discussed the use of multiple machine learning algorithms
for prediction QoE based on networks and systems metrics,
and their results in the context of VoIP and VoD on wireless.
While most previous work has focused on modeling has tar-
geted an “average user”, their proposed ML-based approach
could be used to capture an individual user’s preferences [14]
.

Key to this approach is the collection of application-specific
and QoE metrics. Another one of the speakers [2] proposed
the idea of in-app toolkits, for crowdsource the collection of
such measurements, and the instrumentation of WiFi access
points. This was motivated in part by the need to mea-
sure at different layers, observing correlations and trying to
derive causality; as well as the need to engage application
developers in design discussions concerning the extraction of
various QoE metrics from the applications themselves.

Challenges posed by network-layer encryption. The
proliferation of end-to-end encryption can in many cases
make it more challenging to extract network-layer metrics,
which may in turn make it difficult to predict QoE from these
metrics. One of the presenters in this session [16] discussed
the complications that the increasing use of encrypted video
traffic brings to the ability of network operators to monitor
and manage network performance (i.e., the inability to rely
on DPI to extract information from a traffic flow beyond
the TCP/IP headers). The proposed method for network-
wide QoE monitoring works with encrypted traffic, using
standard radio network statistics and protocol header infor-
mation. The discussion touched on ways to improve QoE
without breaking end-to-end encryption model (perhaps by
using some bits up in the stack), the kind of information
needed by operators, and possible collaborations between
the main stakeholders: CDNs, users and network providers.

4. APPLICATION DESIGN
Another research area concerns how the design of applica-
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tions themselves can ultimately affect QoE. Several speakers
discussed how application design can affect QoE. Assuming
that the application designer has tools to assess the current
QoE, the app can take adaptive steps to compensate for the
assumed cause of the impairment. This space is large and
application-specific.

Evaluating application designs with field experi-

ments. In field experiments, application designers can reg-
ularly make changes to applications and observe how users’
QoE varies. Much application design is focused on improv-
ing QoE, since such improvements are essential to user adop-
tion and success in the market [12, 22]. For an application
such as video streaming, the options for adapting the de-
livery are complex, including cache placement, the network
used to feed the cache, source selection, and adaptive cod-
ing. Content providers may use multiple CDNs to further
enrich their delivery options [22]. Yet, it was also noted
that highly variable conditions often correspond to a lower
reported QoE. To this end, the stability of quality would
seem to be an important metric, possibly even more impor-
tant than the absolute quality itself. More research is clearly
needed to understand this phenomenon.

QoE libraries for application developers. A possi-
ble aid to building QoE-aware applications would be a set
of libraries that could be included in applications to ease
the challenge a new application designer faces in measuring
QoE; it is an open question as to whether such libraries could
even exist, given that different applications may have differ-
ent notions of QoE. It was noted that there have been some
past efforts in this area—notably Web 100, which exposed
TCP state variables to the application; and the Android
API, which exposes some QoE metrics to applications. It
was noted that the Web 100 API in particular has never
been heavily used by any applications.

5. CROSS-LAYER ADAPTATION AND IN-
FORMATION SHARING

Applications can be designed to adapt in the face of QoE
impairments that result from changes in network conditions.
For example, it is common for many streaming video applica-
tions to change the bitrate of the encoded video mid-stream
to adapt to changing conditions. When a client experiences
performance degradation, for example, it might request the
next video chunks at lower bitrate encodings.

Sharing information across layers. One proposal in-
volved bi-directional information flow that would allow not
only the application to adapt to changing network condi-
tions, but also the network layer to adapt to changing ap-
plication requirements [19]. In this sense, information about
conditions can flow in both directions: the network to appli-
cations, and vice versa. The discussion included various ex-
amples of cross-layer signaling in both directions (e.g., ECN,
MTG, SPUD, MPEG-DASH). The discussion noted that be-
cause content providers and ISPs each have a different view
of the network stack, there is an inherent tussle between
different stakeholders concerning information sharing. An-
other challenge is that for such APIs to exist, they must be
common across applications and hence agnostic to the re-
quirements of any particular application. Other challenges
included the need for cooperation across multiple ISPs along
a path (e.g., to agree on a common signaling protocol), po-
tential security challenges, and the fact that incentives to

divulge such information are not necessarily aligned across
all stakeholders.

Incentives for cross-layer sharing. To permit this
type of signaling in practice, the parties that would be in-
volved must have the incentives to cooperate. cooperate.
Sharing of data among actors will always raise issues, since
it might happen under certain circumstances that what is
revealed is not in the best interest of one or another ac-
tor. Therefore, an incentive structure that favors cooper-
ation must be designed along with the technical features
of the proposal. One of the presenters [18] posed the ques-
tion of the extent to which cooperative management schemes
and underlying business models with multiple players can
achieve efficient management of network/system resources.
There was disagreement among the participants as to whether
different stakeholders necessarily share these incentives to
share such information. One participant said that content
providers had no incentive to share; another said that there
was evidence of a willingness to share but the lack of pro-
tocols and mechanisms was a major barrier. It was claimed
that at least bi-lateral sharing is happening today; one per-
son suggested that game theory supports the claim that
there are valid incentives to share information.

6. CHALLENGES INMEASURINGNETWORK
PERFORMANCE (QOS)

Measurement of network performance (QoS) is a necessary
component of understanding and improving QoE. Speakers
discussed a variety of approaches to network measurement
that might shed light on whether there are impairments that
would affect QoE. The approaches included probing to de-
tect variation in latency across links in the core of the net-
work (suggesting queues of traffic due to congestion) and
looking for signatures in the variation in round-trip delay
as a hint as to where congestion is occurring. If traffic en-
counters a link that is already congested, its packets may
well encounter a standing queue of traffic, which would im-
ply higher delay but small variation in delay, while a flow
that induces its own congestion (for example on an access
link) will show a much higher variation in latency as the
congestion builds up.

Challenges introduced by middleboxes. Measuring
the network is becoming more difficult as the network itself
becomes more complex. Middleboxes may perform complex
transformations on data being sent, so that what comes out
at the application layer is not what goes in. Attempts to
measure the network using a simple data transfer (e.g., an
end-to-end TCP transfer) may not give a reliable indication
of what would happen to a data flow in a specific appli-
cation, while on the other hand the transformation of the
application data by a middlebox may mislead application
level measures of network performance [5].

Challenges in measuring congestion and its effects

on QoE. Different network paths may encounter different
path conditions: for example a path through a public peer-
ing point may see different congestion than a path through
a private interconnection link. Networks may do routing
based on inspection of the data being sent, again confound-
ing simplistic measurements. And again this landscape may
change rapidly with the movement toward encryption. It
may be appropriate for the research community to consider
whether there are other sorts of service indicators (e.g., new
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values of the DSCP field) that could trigger new sorts of
service adaptation by the network [6].

Performance measurement at IXPs and private

interconnects. Measurements at IXPs can help deter-
mine how capacity should be provisioned at interconnection
points [21]; for example, QoE measurements can help de-
termine whether more virtual private interconnection ports
should be provisioned to exchange traffic. Determining how
the performance at both public IXPs and private intercon-
nects should be measured is an open research problem. Specif-
ically, because continuous active monitoring is so expensive,
some IXP operators are exploring the use of active mea-
surements that are triggered by particular events, such as a
network performance anomaly. Many large CDN providers
perform a combination of both active and passive measure-
ments at these interconnects, but the design of these mea-
surement strategies remains an open problem.

Another open problem involves how data that is collected
at interconnection points can be constructively shared with
data collected at other vantage points. For example, passive
measurements collected at an IXP or private interconnect
could be analyzed in tandem with active measurements col-
lected at the network edge (as in the previously discussed
active probing work [6]). Yet, passive data at private inter-
connects is rarely shared—and, when it is shared, the data is
often released in coarse aggregates. Developing methods to
combine passive data collection at interconnect points with
QoE measurements from clients or network performance mea-
surements from the edge of the network is another research
challenge.

7. ECONOMICS OF QOE
As the speakers in this session emphasized, economic con-

siderations can ultimately influence QoE.
Interconnection agreements and QoE. Certain as-

pects of the network topology, such as which networks con-
nect with one another and how much capacity is provisioned
between networks, is often determined by the interconnec-
tion agreements between ISPs and content providers [7,11].
Certain types of interconnection arrangements increasingly
see high utilization—which, in some cases, causes congestion
that results in degraded QoE. Due to the shortcomings of
current network measurement techniques (as previously dis-
cussed in this report), it can be difficult to determine how
the utilization levels at interconnection points ultimately af-
fect the QoE of applications for end users. Certain appli-
cation providers may also drive utilization to higher levels,
which may result in degraded QoE in some cases. If QoE
depends on properly provisioned links, an important ques-
tion remains: Who should pay for the provisioning of these
links? Ultimately, the economics of these business relation-
ships and how these types of peering disputes are (or are not)
resolved may ultimately have significant effects on QoE.

Relationship between QoE and zero-rated services.

Users have a higher expectation for services that they pay
for, and QoE is reported relative to expectation. The rela-
tionship between economics and QoE also entails more com-
plex considerations. Users that are about to exhaust their
monthly quota may show very different behavior than those
not concerned about hitting their limit. Users download-
ing content that does not affect their monthly quota (i.e.,
so-called “zero rated” content) may have a different expec-
tation for QoE than if the application was consuming their

allocated data quota [1].

8. LOCALIZATIONANDCOORDINATION
To detect that there is an impairment to QoE does not give

much guidance as to how to remedy it. A necessary step is
to localize the problem. Coordination among several sorts of
measurement may be necessary to achieve that localization
and identification of root cause.

Coordination between users and ISPs. As discussed
above, different users will have different views of application,
resource, and context factors that influence QoE. Users may
wish to exchange information with their ISPs about the QoE
that they are experiencing. Additionally, coordinated active
probing may help locate the place in the network where QoE
is impaired, but there is a risk that certain networks may dis-
tort active probing measurements (e.g., by prioritizing net-
work probe traffic). Comcast’s current efforts toward build-
ing predictive models of QoE are based on various metrics
of health for different portions of the network [10]. Target
metrics for these models include self-reported issues (e.g.,
logs of service calls or opinion surveys) or directly observed
behavior. One of the participants pointed out some of the
challenges related to these efforts, such as putting together
and making sense of the dataset, from aligning the times of
adverse network events and customer calls, to understand-
ing relevant contextual (e.g., time of day) and confounding
factors, as well as the impact of history (e.g., a user may
not call the first time they experience a service degradation,
but there are more likely to do it the third time around)

Coordination between ISPs at IXPs. Recent ad-
vances in programmable hardware switches (e.g., P4’s in-
band network telemetry) may soon make it possible to de-
sign mechanisms for measuring application performance in-
band, as packets for particular flows traverse the network [8].
Specifically, recent technology such as in-band network teleme-
try will ultimately make it possible for network routers and
switches to annotate network traffic with fine-grained infor-
mation about per-hop latency and packet loss through the
network. If deployed at Internet exchange points (IXPs),
this new capability may ultimately make it possible to gather
fine-grained, per-flow, per-hop information about individual
flows in the network. Whereas capturing fine-grained in-
formation about latency, buffer occupancy, and packet loss
is difficult to implement at high-speed interconnects today,
emerging technology suggests that these capabilities may
soon be a reality, thus creating possibilities for considerably
more information about the network performance (QoS) at
specific points along an end-to-end path, including at in-
terconnection points. In addition to monitoring, these pro-
grammable switches may also provide the possibility for con-
trol, such as implementing reactive rate-shaping of high-rate
flows, to preserve the QoE for all flows that are traversing
the interconnect.

Coordination between users. One speaker described
a scheme that allow different users to collaborate in order
to see whether they are having a similar experience or one
that is unique to a single user. This approach, which does
not require the cooperation of the network providers, can in
practice provide a effective means for at least partial local-
ization [15].

Finally, one of the presenters proposed an approach to
coordinate the flow of QoE information from end users, apps,
or devices to access providers, content and service providers,
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hardware manufacturers, and software developers [3].

9. MEASUREMENT INFRASTRUCTURE
The workshop also included a discussion, led by K.C.

Claffy, of the type of measurement infrastructure that could
improve the measurement of QoE on the Internet. In ad-
dition to researchers who can benefit from better visibility
into network performance, both network operators and ap-
plication developers can benefit in detecting and correct-
ing problems with their systems. If the infrastructure in-
cludes instrumentation embedded in network and in client-
server system and application code that is ultimately used
by these stakeholders, such a system could be a resource
that is shared by a wider community, including researchers,
developers, and operators.

Workshop participants discussed the following questions:

• What results might come from various forms of collab-
oration?

• How can different sorts of data be combined and cor-
related to help identify the locations where QoE im-
pairments are occurring?

• Do we need new sorts of measurements?

• Are there specific research efforts that we should iden-
tify?

Participants also completed a long-form survey where they
addressed some of these questions. The rest of this section
summarizes some of the findings from that survey.

QoE measurement infrastructure for general ap-

plications. Several respondents suggested that the infras-
tructure include the capability to measure client-and server
side application performance—the key performance indica-
tors (KPIs) that signal QoE, as well as network performance.
As a complement to measurement, we need to advance the
state of understanding about models that relate user-level
QoE to key performance indicators (KPIs) that can deter-
mine what lower-level measurements are needed.

There was agreement on the need for several types of mea-
surement, both active and passive, background (always run-
ning) and on-demand (fault diagnosis). Participants also
recognized the need for measurement infrastructure that
could better capture higher-level performance metrics, such
as those that more directly focus on user experience. Sev-
eral ideas on these topics were discussed including the use of
virtualized infrastructure that could provide “QoE measure-
ments as a service”. Given the application-specific nature of
QoE, as well as the many end-to-end network components
that ultimately affect QoE (e.g., the device, the home net-
work, the ISP, interconnection, server provisioning, the ap-
plication), it remains unclear whether it is possible to build
a common infrastructure to reflect the general state of QoE
on the Internet.

Correlation of heterogeneous signals. The tradi-
tional conception of a measurement infrastructure is a set of
devices that can perform measurements as required. How-
ever, several of the respondents noted a second requirement,
which is a system that can gather, aggregate and correlate
different sorts of measurements to provide an overall assess-
ment of a specific property such as QoE, or perform fault
diagnosis using this aggregation of information. We (as a

community) have much less experience with this sort of sys-
tem. Even with open platforms (such as PlanetLab), the
construction of an overall system has been the purview of
individual researchers. Would such an ”aggregation infras-
tructure” (as opposed to a ”measurement infrastructure”) be
the primary goal of a significant research effort? Would it be
an end-goal or yet another platform for use by another tier
of researchers? To what extent would these two platforms
be integrated?

Several of the respondents noted that most datasets re-
main disjoint, and joint analysis and correlation of these dis-
joint datasets remains difficult, given the infrastructure that
is available to the community. Many researchers believed
that the participation of ISPs in standing up this infras-
tructure was critical to having a successful infrastructure,
as many of the vantage points for the data would likely be
from within those ISPs. Another suggestion was to look at
the current error reporting systems developed by OS and ap-
plication developers; these systems are providing real value
and the network community is far behind in this respect.
(Note–error reporting systems are one way to get actual
user feedback and signals of impaired QoE from the user
perspective.)

Who will lead the effort to create this infrastruc-

ture, and who will own it. An issue that was both men-
tioned explicitly and implicitly signaled in other comments
was the need to think hard about the incentives that would
make this infrastructure come into existence. To encourage
the integration of measurement into applications, it would
be good to develop a measurement library, preferably open
source. The design of such a library would be an important,
but significant effort. In particular, to encourage the instru-
mentation and measurement of home networks (considered
to be a source of many impairments), the users must have a
suitable incentive, most obviously that the data benefits the
users themselves—it helps them to understand and correct
flaws in their networks. In the design of a large system such
as this, one of the problems to solve is the “first-mover dis-
advantage”. The real benefit emerges only after a number
of actors have undertaken to participate, so the first movers
incur cost but at first gain little benefit.

NSF-funded development of a measurement platform for
the community would suggest that the infrastructure be
“open”, to the extent possible (i.e., various researchers should
be able to use it for their experiments). However, there are
several risks associated with an open platform. A platform
that does passive measurement (observes ongoing traffic)
raises serious privacy risks. A platform that performs active
measurement, on the other hand, can overload the network,
consume access quotas (for devices in the home), and risk
abuse complaints. Beyond the measurement and data collec-
tion infrastructure itself, the justification for NSF support
of the infrastructure that supports correlation and aggre-
gation analysis across large, distributed, and heterogeneous
datasets is even more complex, since development of such
an analysis framework may require new research.

10. CLOSINGREMARKSANDNEXT STEPS
The Internet, for most people, is a commodity. We have

to get to the point where it just works; providing adequate
QoE is a critical, indispensable part of that story. Atten-
dees concluded that a second workshop was warranted, but
that further work was required to define the right focus and
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objective.

• With respect to the controlled measurement of QoE,
there is a substantial body of recent work, much of it
done in Europe.2 Having yet another workshop on this
topic without first understanding the current state of
affairs is unlikely to be valuable.

• With respect to application design to improve QoE,
there were few suggestions for application-independent
approaches to this problem. It is not clear how to
organize a workshop around this set of issues, but there
may be general lessons that could be extracted.

• With respect to cross-layer optimization, there is sig-
nificant work going on in the mobile/wireless context,
and a better exploration of that work would be a useful
foundation for a follow-on workshop. One issue that
might warrant explicit attention is incentives, and how
to motivate cross-layer sharing.

• With respect to network measurement and infrastruc-
ture for QoE measurement, aggregation, and analy-
sis, it was decided to exploit CAIDA’s Active Internet
Measurement Systems workshop to explore that issue
further. That workshop will produce a final report
that will further inform this work.

• With respect to localization, the workshop uncovered
many open challenges, ranging from defining new pro-
tocols for measurement to the potential for coordina-
tion between users and ISPs, applications and ISPs,
or between the ISPs themselves. Emerging hardware
capabilities may also facilitate measurement at inter-
connection points that could ultimately be revealing.
These topics appear ripe for further study.
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